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Abstract 

The RNA derivatives, preferred source is Saccharomyces cerevisiae, are widely used as food 

and medicine homologous. A safe and high-throughput method for screening high RNA 

(especially rRNA) S. cerevisiae cells is urgently needed. As one of the most abundant RNAs, 

rRNA transcribed by Pol I has no 5’ cap and 3’ poly-A tail, then its genetic information cannot 

be transmitted to proteins. The type IV IGR IRES (intergenic region internal ribosome entry 

site) from CrPV (cricket paralysis virus) is an element whose secondary structure is 5’ cap 

analog and can recruit ribosome to initiate protein translation requiring no translation 

initiation factors. In this work, we designed and established a Pol I-mediated protein 

expression system on an episomal plasmid consisting the Pol I promoter, CrPV IGR IRES, 

reporter genes (URA3 or yEGFP3), oligo-dT and rDNA terminator for large-scale screening 

high-nucleic acid yeast strains. Rely on growth phenotype, this system with URA3 worked 

well, and decomposition the cap-dependent translation initiation factors was unnecessary. 

This system expressing yEGFP3 also enhanced fluorescence intensity. Meanwhile the 

fluorescence distribution drifted further after ARTP mutagenesis. Using this GFP expression 

system together with flow cytometry, we successfully large-scale sorted out 100 cells with 

higher fluorescence (>2000) after disturbance the intracellular rRNA synthesis homeostasis 

by ARTP. Three of twelve strains with higher fluorescence were randomly selected and 

showed that RNA content improved by 58% maximally without changing its Pol I promoter 

sequence. The system constructed in this study could be used to screen high RNA industrial 

yeast strain with altered rRNA biosynthesis by GFP expression levels in the future. 
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